Prius Maintenance
Wiper-Blades

Disclaimer:
All the information stated in this document was provided by Prius owners. None were
affiliated with Toyota Motor Corporation, except as customers.
This document is not sanctioned by Toyota Motor Corporation or any of its affiliates.
The ideas, suggestions, and opinions offered in this document have not been endorsed by
the manufacturer of those specific components or Toyota Motor Corporation.
Any harm or damage that may result from the application of or the following of any ideas,
suggestions, or opinions contained in this document is the sole responsibility of the
individual that applied or followed said ideas, suggestions or opinions.
The authors of this document hereby declare that they cannot and will not be held liable, in
any fashion, for the content or the use of this document.
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AT YOUR OWN RISK

- No liability is accepted for anything mentioned within this
document; all actions are at your own risk. You are responsible for any damage caused by
improper action or forcing of components when removing or connecting. Proceed with care.

Wiper-Blade Replacement

- This document highlights the components involved
with the process of replacing the rubber blades on both the front & rear windshield wipers.
Note that no tools are required. Replacement (about every 30,000 to 35,000 miles) can be
done entirely by hand.

These are the Toyota id numbers of the 3 parts needed for the replacement:
85124 - 46010
85124 - 47010
85124 - 44140
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On the previious page, you’’ll see the rear wiper as it usuually
looks. At the base of it, nootice the plasticc clamp (close--up
mp with your hand,
h
shown to thee right). Firmlyy grab that clam
pulling upwaard. The two edges
e
will givee, allowing youu to
remove it enntirely.
Below you can
c see that witth the clamp reemoved, the reaar
wiper can bee lifted upwardd. This will proovide the extra room
needed to coonveniently reaach the blade foor replacementt.
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To remove the blade from the wiper, just bend it a little
in the middle until it gives enough to clear the stopper at
the end of the plastic housing.
The extreme close-up photo below illustrates how the
rubber can easily be pulled out without the use of any
tools. Just carefully use your hand.
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This is a magnified view of the entire
wiper-blade, both pieces combined.

This thin &, curved piece of metal is
the “spine” of the wiper-blade. It
provides rigidity, to keep the entire
assembly flat against the windshield
yet flexible to bend along the contour
of the glass as the wiper moves.

This is the blade itself, the part which
you will be replacing. It is made out
of exceptionally soft rubber.
The narrow edge along the bottom is
what touches the window. It develops
very subtle pits as it wears out. This
causes it to leave streaks, rather than
wiping water off the window entirely.
That is your indication replacement is
needed.
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After pulling out the rear wiper-blade out entirely, insert the new one in a few inches without including the metal
spine. That empty rubber is much easier to feed through the grip at the end of the wiper-arm. Once it is in, you’ll
find that slipping the metal spine inside those few inches is relatively simple. (The grip holds it all in place at the
same time too.) With the rubber & metal finally combined, you can feed the rest of the wiper-blade through the
remaining grips until in snaps in place past stopper at the end.

The front wipers do not require a grip to be removed. They can be lifted (as shown below) simply by just pulling up
on each of them individually.
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Above is an extreme close-up of the front wiper-blade. Notice (near the “24” on the photo) how it is locked into
place with a metal clamp that reaches into the rubber itself.
Below is what the wiper-blade looks like when you squeeze the rubber and pull outward (to the left). That allows
you to bend & remove just like you did with the wiper in the rear. Be careful not to tear the rubber, since this is a
vital grip to keep everything secure afterward.

Once wiper-blade is loose, you can pull it out entire to replace the rubber blade and reinsert the metal spine.
Both are the larger driver-side and small passenger-side front wipers use the same replacement process, which is
different from what was done when replacing the one in the rear.
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